HIITBOX
30 day transformation

Transform
your body &
create new
habits in just
30 days!

HIITBOX (Geiger LLC) develops fitness programs and offers classes and
nutritional help. Geiger LLC has developed the HIITBOX method, however, we
are not a medical organization and cannot provide any medical advice. We
strongly urge you to consult with your doctor before beginning any workout
or nutritional program.
This was provided to help and improve your health, but in no way is it
intended to treat any illness or disease. If you choose to follow or participate
in HIITBOX (Geiger LLC) programs, you are doing so at your own risk.
We claim no responsibility for any injuries you may sustain. There are no
guarantees on your outcome. Our training methods have been tried by
HIITBOX (Geiger LLC), and are not intended to convey any warranty, either
expressed or implied outcomes, promises or benefits.
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This is HIITBOX
HIITBOX is more than a gym. You are more than a member.
This is a movement! Our HIITBOX values are to be client
focused, educational, and cutting edge.
Client focused
Gyms around the nation are notorious for making things hard
for their members. HIITBOX is driven by a different business
model - caring for and encouraging fitness development
amongst its people. HIITBOX is blazing new trails in how gyms
can and should care for their communities.
Education
Fitness is more than how much you can lift. It’s behavior
change, and learning. HIITBOX is constantly learning and
sharing peer-reviewed, evidence-based health and fitness
knowledge to equip minds toward excellence.
Cutting Edge
Other gyms are stagnant and recycling outdated gym
traditions and gym culture style. HIITBOX is uplifting to its
members, and also the entire fitness industry. HIITBOX is
more than a gym, it’s more than a community - HIITBOX
is a movement. It embodies care, learning, and pioneering
personal development to build up good people. Thus, HIITBOX
holds you and the entire fitness industry accountable to do
things better.
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why are your first 30 days
so important?
Have you ever heard of the term “you need to strike while the
iron is hot”? Well right now the iron is as hot as it’s going to
be! So we need to grab a hold of this motivation and harness
it to break old habits and create new ones!
Over the next 30 days you are going to have really great
and easy days, and you will have really tough ones. With this
book, our goal is to help you create more great days than bad
ones while helping you learn about yourself and how your
body works. This will help you to further ensure long-term
success.
Furthermore if you hit a rough patch and fall off, you can
always come back to this book and rediscover your success!
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The value of HIIT
High intensity interval training (HIIT) is a very explosive
and high intensity training technique used by many to
help improve health, lose body fat, and ultimately improve
confidence.
What is it?
HIIT is a technique that was originated with cardiovascular
work on a bike in labs. Scientists measured short, repeated
bursts of maximal effort sprints, followed by calculated rest
periods. What these scientist saw blew their minds! After
a few short weeks of utilizing this method 3 days per week
combined with a healthy food plan resulted in pounds of
fat falling off. It was amazing! Later we have paired weights,
body weight, plyometric, and cardio to create the most fun
and effective workouts possible to achieve your goals!
Unlike steady state cardio, HIIT releases tons of highly
anabolic hormones (testosterone in men, and growth
hormone in women) to help shed fat and increase muscle
mass to give you a toned and defined look!
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Nutrition Basics
All the cells in your body are constantly breaking down
and being rebuilt. The food you eat daily provides the
base ingredients for your cells to rebuild and your body to
function.
The role of carbohydrates
Carbs are your main fuel. They fuel your cardio, your lifting,
your body weight exercise, and even the hidden stuff you
don’t see or feel, like your organs and your brain function.
Your body can only store a limited amount of carbs, so it’s
important to refuel them.
The role of fats
Fats are also a fuel. Your body uses fats and carbs at the
same time. A lot of people think your body uses fuels one
at a time, and that your fuels are like a light switch: flip on
the switch for fat metabolism, then turn that switch off
and flip the switch for carb metabolism. That paradigm is
a mistake. Fats and carbs are simultaneously used in your
muscle when you move. However, at high intensities, fat
metabolism slows down, and at maximal intensities, you’ll
only use carbs as a fuel. This results in confusion, and has
caused misinterpretations with “fat loss zones” in heart rate
calculations. Your body can store fats without limitation,
so they’re not as urgent to refuel compared to carbs. Daily
dietary fats provide important vitamins, and good fats can
help manage inflammation.
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Nutrition basics
The role of protein
Another common nutrition mistake is that the fitness
industry preaches that protein is a fuel for your muscles and
for lifting. Protein is not an efficient fuel; it’s role in your diet
is to serve a more structural role. You need a lot of protein
in your diet to support the growth and restructuring that
exercise causes. Your body uses protein; it doesn’t really store
it. So it’s important to eat sources of protein throughout
the day. Refuel after a workout with carbs, and eat steady
amounts of protein throughout the day in your meals and
snacks. Protein shakes before or after a workout are valuable
if it’s been a while since your last protein meal.
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Using food for fuel
We’ve covered the role of carbs, fats and proteins, and
hinted at how carbs and fats are used as a fuel. Starting a
transformation program is an exciting time to kick start your
fat loss and crush your health and fitness goals! We want to
keep things simple so you can focus on working hard, and not
getting lost in the weeds of all this sciency stuff.
So here’s a simple breakdown that will give you structure,
but not overwhelm
Your body is like a factory, and the more you workout the
more employees you hire to run things. When you eat food,
it’s like boxes coming in on the conveyor belt for those
employees to assign throughout your body. If you have
enough employees to manage these boxes, they’ll be put
it to use and everything will work well. If you don’t exercise
often, then those boxes will stack up and be put in storage.
It takes time for your body to interpret your new fitness
changes, which means it takes time to hire on these new
employees in your factory. The reason we work out, isn’t for
instant results - it’s to develop a more efficient system in your
body to handle the income of carbs and fats, so they’re put
to use more efficiently.
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tips to ensure success
Stop making excuses
If you want it, you will find a way.
Set goals
Daily, weekly and monthly.
Create a sustainable routine
Changes do not need to be overnight.
Push yourself
Get comfortable being uncomfortable.
This is where change happens.
Find an accountability buddy
This will help you stay motivated and give
you someone to lean on!
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What really matters
Zero Calories are not always good. Though media has done
a good job at making zero Calorie foods look appealing,
they do nothing for our body literally. Calories are fuel, and
without fuel you will become tired, lethargic and not have the
energy to go about your day, let alone your workouts.
Foods should look the same on your plate as they did when
they came from the earth. Stop worrying about Calories in
food and worry more if it’s wholesome and providing energy
for your body. While Calories do play a role in your journey,
highly nutritious foods play a bigger one.
Stop stressing. Easier said than done, I know. But remember,
stress produces cortisol. This hormone can lead to poor sleep,
body fat accumulation, and joint and muscle swelling. Take
time weekly to practice de-stressing strategies.
Sleep is king. Almost all studies show that getting adequate
sleep will lead to better fat loss results. When you sleep,
many important hormones are released that help your body
interpret your exercise efforts. Getting less than 6 hours of
sleep at night will minimize the impact of even the best
workout.
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What really matters
Hydration is key. This can be a tough one. So many people
think that more is better when it comes to water. Balance
is key. Aim for 1 gallon of water per day. Excessive water can
dilute your electrolytes throughout your body, so make sure
to have a balanced diet and consider sports drinks on hot/
humid days or if you sweat heavily.
Reduce your alcohol. In addition to being inflammatory,
causing liver damage and interfering with your energy
production, it also makes it very hard to drop body fat.
Small amounts can be manageable, but consumption out
of balance can interfere with your metabolism, which can
negatively impact your exercise recovery and how your body
should be using carbs and fats for fuel.
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Understanding Stress
Stress is like credit cards
What we’re trying to do by becoming healthier is alleviating
stress in as many ways as possible.
We all know two different kinds of people in our life: One
person has actual money in their bank account, and they’re
able to manage their financial decisions based on what they
have. And the other person who finances everything and
lives their life on credit, full of the burden of debt. One wrong
move and everything goes down like a house of cards.
Using the cash in your bank account is like using food for fuel,
but relying on credit cards is like your body’s stress reaction.
There’s a time for these hormonal stressors, but when they
become too dominant in your system, it can corrode your
overall health.
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Weekly challenges
These challenges were created to help you to develop new
habits and drive the most immediate success! Each week you
will start a challenge; the following week you will carry over
the challenge from the week prior while starting the new one.
This will ensure that you are breaking those old habits and
developing the patterns that will help you attain your goals!
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Week 1
track your food
Tracking your food can be accomplished
using a variety of mobile or web apps,
such as myfitnesspal, cronometer, etc.
Choose the app that is easiest for you!
One of the greatest challenges with
properly tracking your food is reporting
your quantities accurately. If you have a
kitchen scale, use it for optimal accuracy.
If you do not have a kitchen scale, you
can use measuring cups to estimate the
volumes of food that you’re preparing/
eating.
Tracking your food will do 2 things:
1) You will be more mindful about what
you’re putting into your body.
2) It gives us data to help guide you
toward your goals
Pretty quickly you will start to change
your eating patterns on your own as
you see your daily habits, your total
Caloric intake and your macronutrient
distribution.
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Week 2
Drink your water
Staying hydrated is very important for numerous reasons. One
of which is helping the fat loss process. Eating an ideal diet
and not drinking adequate amounts of water will dramatically
stunt your results. Water helps with blood flow and the
transport of nutrients, as well as directly supporting exercise
performance. Dehydration, on the other hand, sabotages
your workouts by making your blood more viscous. When
your heart pumps a certain volume of blood with each beat,
thicker blood is more difficult to pump to your active muscle
and you’ll run out of steam way sooner than if you were
properly hydrated. This causes a cascade of other problems
that your body will prioritize to resolve instead of adapting to
your awesome workout.
Aim for 3/4 to 1 gallon of water each day.
Benefits of proper hydration include:
1) Optimal exercise performance
2) Helps avoid over-heating
3) Helps distribute water-soluble vitamins
4) Helps your immune system and blood flow
5) Helps your body to remove waste products
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Week 3
Increase workout intensity
Increasing your intensity during the workout can be done in
multiple ways:
1) Increase the amount of weight you use with good form
2) Increase the amount of reps in each set
3) Decrease the rest time between sets
4) Practice more explosive movements during the concentric
phase of the movement, and nice and slow control during the
eccentric phase of the movement.
Working harder, or performing more work in a set amount of
time, is what drives your metabolic changes. This is where the
real changes in your body happen. Changing and improving
your nutrition habits is a healthy thing, but it’s often confused
as a driving force in weight loss. Actual metabolic changes changing how you use and store fats - is an adaptation from
your exercise habits. Increasing your workout intensity is the
most efficient step in transforming your body.
Reinforcing proper nutrition and hydration habits from earlier
weekly challenges will lay the foundation for your to increase
your workout intensity in the best way!
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Week 4
Meal Prep
This can be the hardest for some members because it takes
time out of your day. But everything takes time out of your
day, right? We just tend to make time for the things that are
most important to us, like family and work.
What we have to remember is that nothing else matters if
you do not have your health!
Take time one or two days per week to fix up a few easy
meals to take with you to work or when you’re out. You can
make 1 actual meal for your lunch, and then pack healthy
snacks as additional ready-made options.
The goal with this challenge is to prepare you to avoid the
temptations of fast food, junk food and all those sneaky
snacks that sabotage your hard work!
Here are a few easy to pack options for snacks:
1) Hummus and veggies
2) Cottage cheese with flax seeds and cinnamon
3) Beef jerky
4) Kale chips
5) Fruit
6) Protein shake
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6 essential supplements
HIITBOX has partnered with BeastRX Supplements + Nutrition
to be your source for vitamins and nutritional supplements.
This stack was designed to supplement what most of us lack
in our diets today. We know how hectic and busy lives can be
for most, and we’re here to help.
1. Digest Enzymes
• Energy support
• Healthy weight
• Inflammation
• Gut health

4. Glutamine
• Reduce soreness
• Brain boosting
• Decrease muscle waste
• Burns fat

2. Isolate Protein
• Muscle growth
• Reduce Hunger
• Weight Loss
• Reduce Inflammation

5.Daily Multi-Vitamin
• Energy support
• Improved mood
• Muscle strength
• Improved memory

3. Fish Oil/Krill Oil
• Hair, skin and nails
• Cardiovascular
• Overall wellness
• Joint health

6. Aminos/BCAAs
• Muscle growth
• Reduce soreness
• Increased stamina
• Increased endurance
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Smart goals
We always talk about creating goals, but how do we do it
effectively? Smart goals are a great way to hold yourself
accountable daily, weekly and monthly.
Let’s create one!
S - Specific
M - Measurable
A - Attainable
R - Realistic
T - Timely
Example:
I will drink 1 gallon of water
each day by filling up my
16 oz water bottle 8 times
throughout the day.
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Now crush it!
You are all set to embrace your next 30 days with structure
and success! Set SMART goals, hit your weekly challenges,
eat plenty of good foods, and work super hard! You’ll likely
encounter questions, and we encourage you to ask them! The
HIITBOX team is here for you!
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